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     e next time you board an aircraft, whether for a short vaca-
tion hop from Honolulu to Maui or a long haul from London to
Shanghai, take some time to think about how thermal spray
coating technology helps to safely get your aircraft to where you
want to go. 
     ermal spray coatings play a major role in the really hot

“business end” components of an aircraft engine, such as those
in the high-pressure turbine, where there are combustion gases
that can be in excess of 1300°C (2370°F) accelerated onto tur-
bine rotor airfoils, stators, and shroud components. Each of
these components is protected from overheating by a myriad of
built-in gas cooling channels, yet they are able to function in an

Feature
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Meeting Coating Challenges in
Turbomachinery Sealing

By Scott Wilson

An airplane turbine engine.
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ultra-hot “comfort zone” with the help of functional coatings
that provide oxidation and hot corrosion resistance, thermal in-
sulation, and clearance control (abradables). All these compo-
nents work together in precise symphony to enable, in some cas-
es, enough engine thrust to power a spectacular almost-vertical
take-off of a large commercial passenger aircraft — a feat seen
only on military fighter jet aircrafts until recently. Of course, no
commercial airline would want for you to spill your refreshments
or make you a little dizzy, but you get the idea.

Coatings in Turbomachinery

     Getting a symphony of turbine components and their func-
tional coatings to work perfectly together can be a long and ar-
duous journey. Not only are there rigorous material design fac-
tors to take into consideration, but there’s also hours of robust,
iterative, and painstaking test work needed to get to the desired
goal of a “ready for launch” technology readiness level while
staying on budget and keeping the program managers happy. 
It’s here that information sharing and working together in 
seamless teams is critical for risk mitigation and bringing a 
robust, production-ready solution to launch status.
     A case in point are abradables, or clearance control, coatings
— Fig. 1. In most types of turbines, it is necessary to leave clear-
ances beyond the free ends of the blades and vanes to provide a
safety margin for preventing what are known as rub events,
which can wear away the blade tips or severely damage the non-
rotating member. ese can arise from relatively minor differ-
ences in thermal expansion between the rotor and the stator
components as the turbine heats up or cools down, causing the
clearance gaps to narrow and thereby increasing the possibility
of a minor rub event. More dramatic rub events and resulting
damage can arise from rapid changes in engine condition or
loading from a hard aircraft landing or engine surge. Other 
distortion-related factors are normal casing out-of-roundness,
clearances in bearings, rotor vibrations arising from changes in
gas flow dynamics and instabilities, and foreign object strikes.
     While minor rub events might be tolerated under some cir-
cumstances, degradation in engine efficiency cannot be tolerated.
In today’s highly competitive aerospace market, engine manufac-
turers strive for higher fuel efficiencies and stringent emission
targets by pushing for higher engine pressure ratios, hotter tur-
bines, and overall longer lasting components made from better
materials. is means that to meet higher engine efficiency de-
mands, tighter blade tip gap tolerances are absolutely critical.
is is where abradable coatings become a key technology inte-
gral to the overall engine design in that they can be sacrificially
rubbed away during a rub event that minimizes the risk of blade
tip damage, yet help to maintain overall engine efficiency and the
engine’s competitive status in the market. Case studies have
shown that a 25-µm (0.001-in.) reduction in tip clearance in a
high-pressure turbine can lead to a 0.1% reduction in specific fuel
consumption rate, which roughly translates to 0.075 billion L
(0.02 billion gal) of fuel savings annually for U.S. airlines (Ref. 1).

Abradable Coating Considerations

     If there was one abradable coating that could be used
throughout the engine, life would be simple. is is not the 
case, however, and each clearance control application must be
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Fig. 1 — Typical abradable seal locations in turbomachinery.

Fig. 2 — Corroded abradable coating on a CFM56-7 stage 1
booster vane assembly outer shroud. (Photo courtesy of the
SJAP maintenance forum.)
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Fig. 3 — Salt bath immersion testing results of an atmospheric plasma spray coated titanium alloy ring, post cleaning. A1 — Metco
1602A coating exhibits no corrosion; A2— the traditional AlSi-polymer coating exhibits corrosion and blistering; B1 — a photomicro-
graph of Metco 1602 coating shows an intact structure that is identical to that of the as-sprayed coating microstructure; B2 — the tra-
ditional AlSi-polymer coating microstructure exhibits delamination as a result of corrosion.

Fig. 4 — Comparison example of the rub incursion performance of Metco 1602A coating to a traditional abradable for the over-
penetration (anti-grooving) criteria employed by aerospace original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Smoother rub profiles are 
preferred by OEMs.

A1

B1 B2

A2

Rub (Incursion) Test Conditions 
Blade tip velocity: 200 m/s — Incursion rate: 150 µm/s — Blade material: Ti 6Al 4V — Blade tip width: 0.7 mm
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evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Design of abradable seal coat-
ing systems used in turbomachinery require a number of key cri-
teria for consideration, including the following: 

• Rub compatibility under various incursion conditions, 

• Sufficient coating cohesive strength,

• Meet oxidation and hot corrosion resistance criteria,

• Meet thermal shock/cycle resistance criteria, and 

• Sufficient resistance to solid particle erosion damage.

     Aero engines experience high start/stop cycle frequencies
that average at least 1500 cycles/year for both narrow- and
wide-body commercial aircrafts. Here, the coatings are subjected
to significant levels of thermomechanical cyclic fatigue in-
service and during start and stop cycles, i.e., takeoff and landing.
Even higher temperature cycle frequencies are experienced, such
as for military aero applications and helicopter engines.
     In addition, because of their increased mobility, aero and oth-
er transport-related turbomachinery are exposed to a wider vari-
ation of environments in their service lives, compared to more
stationary turbines, such as power gas turbines. e typical envi-
ronments are salt-laden sea air, erosive sand, dust, volcanic ash,
and wide variations in humidity and atmospheric pollution.  
     Abradable coatings are used at the front “cooler,” but still very
busy, end of an aero engine in the low-pressure compressor or
booster region. Here, thermal sprayed lightweight aluminum
polymer composite abradable coatings, such as Metco 601NS,
have been used for nearly a half century with great success, and
with a highly successful track record for increased engine effi-
ciency and safety. In some applications, particularly high-cycle
multienvironment operations influenced by geographical loca-
tion, season, and aircraft usage, susceptibility to corrosion is a
known factor — Fig. 2. A more corrosion-resistant, lightweight,
and cost-effective abradable coating that can provide the same
efficiency as legacy coatings is the desired solution. In this re-
spect, Oerlikon Metco has developed a new abradable thermal

spray composite powder, the Metco 1602A, where a key feature
to boost corrosion resistance was the development of a micro-
alloyed aluminum alloy powder component. It was essential that
the coating not only outperform legacy aluminum silicon —
polymer (AlSi-polymer) systems in terms of corrosion resistance
in salt-laden, humid environments, but also meet and exceed
rub compatibility against commonly used titanium alloy blades,
erosion resistance, strength, and spray robustness criteria com-
monly seen for legacy coatings in the same family — Figs. 3 and
4. For this reason, a battery of functional tests were employed,
with the company’s incursion test facility based in Switzerland
playing a key role. In addition, corrosion testing to mimic the ef-
fects of about 10 to 15 years of exposure on an aircraft engine
was employed, as well as iterative evaluation of optimum powder
production manufacturing parameters. 
     Table 1 provides an overview of the resultant coating per-
formance, which compares legacy abradable coatings to the new
candidate Metco 1602A, with emphasis on its order of magni-
tude improvement in corrosion resistance. 

Conclusion

     Next time you sit back and enjoy the view from the window
seat of your flight, consider how much time and effort has 
gone into clearance control technologies that not only make
your flight safer, but also provide efficiency improvements to
help keep the price of your ticket down. 

Reference

     1. Lattime, S. B., and Steinetz, B. M. 2004. Turbine engine
clearance control systems: Current practices and future direc-
tions. Journal of Propulsion and Power 20(2): 302–311.
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Table 1 — Comparison of Metco 1602A to Traditional AlSi-Polymer Abradables

Feature                                                                                                                                                    Metco 1602A                                                               Traditional AlSi-Polymer

Cyclic corrosion                                 6 weeks, 5% NaCl                                                      Excellent                                                                         Complete coating failure
                                                                      (10 to 15 years on engine)                                                                                                                                 (swelling/blistering/delamination)

Spray parameter                                                                                                                              Equivalent to Metco 601NS                                Varies with chosen product

As-sprayed hardness                     HR15Y                                                                              55 to 85                                                                            50 to 85

Spray process                                                                                                                                    APS                                                                                     APS

Deposition efficiency                      %                                                                                          > 75                                                                                     > 75

Rub incursion                                       Titanium blades                                                         Excellent                                                                         Excellent
                                                                      Grooving resistance                                                Very good                                                                       Good

Service temperature                                                                                                                     325°C (615°F)                                                               325°C (615°F)

Scott Wilson (scott.wilson@oerlikon.com) is application portfo-
lio manager, Oerlikon Metco, Wohlen, Switzerland.
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     e American Welding Society (AWS), Miami, Fla., has recent-
ly released A3.0M/A3.0:2020, Standard Welding Terms and Defini-
tions Including Terms for Adhesive Bonding, Brazing, Soldering,
ermal Cutting, and ermal Spraying.
     is American National Standard is available for purchase
through the AWS Bookstore (pubs.aws.org).
     e latest AWS A3.0 represents an update to the 2010 ver-
sion. Featuring a glossary of technical terms used in the welding
industry — including thermal spray (see next section) — its
purpose is to establish standard terms to aid in the communica-
tion of information related to welding and allied processes.
     Since it is intended to be a comprehensive compilation of

welding terminology, nonstandard terms used in the welding in-
dustry are also included. All terms are either standard or non-
standard. ey are arranged in word-by-word alphabetical 
sequence.
     “A3.0 forms the basis for technical communication for the
welding industry and our AWS standards,” said Richard Holdren,
chair of the AWS A2B Subcommittee on Definitions.
     According to Holdren, additional highlights in this edition in-
clude the following: enhancements to terms and definitions for
friction stir, plastics, resistance, and underwater welding as well
as qualification and soldering.
     “To keep pace with technological advancements, new terms
and definitions have been added for additive manufacturing,
reentrant angle, and waveform-controlled welding,” Holdren
concluded.
     e cost for AWS A3.0 is $150 for AWS members and $200
for nonmembers. As of press time, the download PDF was 
available.

Thermal Spray Terms and Definitions 

     A3.0M/A3.0:2020, Standard Welding Terms and Definitions 
Including Terms for Adhesive Bonding, Brazing, Soldering, ermal
Cutting, and ermal Spraying, includes the following terms and
definitions for the thermal spray industry:

     • ermal spray deposit. e coating or layer of surfacing
material applied by a thermal spraying process.

     • ermal spray deposit density ratio. e ratio of the
density of the thermal spray deposit to the theoretical density of
the surfacing material, usually expressed as percent of theoreti-
cal density.

     • ermal spray deposit interface. e boundary between
the thermal spray deposit and the substrate.

     • ermal spray deposit strength. e tensile strength of
a thermal spray deposit.

     • ermal spray deposit stress. e residual stress in a
thermal spray deposit resulting from rapid cooling of molten or
semimolten particles as they impinge on the substrate.

Feature
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New AWS A3.0 Standard Features 
Thermal Spray Terms and Definitions

The new AWS A3.0 standard represents an update to the 2010
version.
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     • ermal spray pass. A single progression of the thermal
spraying gun across the substrate surface.

     • ermal sprayer. One who performs semiautomatic ther-
mal spraying. Variations of this term are arc sprayer, flame
sprayer, and plasma sprayer.

     • ermal spraying (THSP). A group of processes in which
finely divided metallic or nonmetallic surfacing materials are de-
posited in a molten or semimolten condition on a substrate to
form a thermal spray deposit. e surfacing material feedstock
may be in the form of powder, rod, cord, or wire. See also arc
spraying, flame spraying, high velocity oxyfuel spraying, and
plasma spraying.

     • Arc spraying (ASP). A thermal spraying process us-
ing an arc between two consumable electrodes of surfacing ma-
terials as a heat source and a compressed gas to atomize and pro-
pel the surfacing material to the substrate.

      • Flame spraying (FLSP). A thermal spraying process
in which an oxyfuel gas flame is the source of heat for melting the
surfacing material. Compressed gas may or may not be used for
atomizing and propelling the surfacing material to the substrate.

     • High velocity oxyfuel spraying (HVOF). A thermal
spraying process using a high pressure oxyfuel mixture to heat
and propel a powdered surfacing material to a substrate.

     • Plasma spraying (PSP). A thermal spraying process
in which a nontransferred arc is used to create an arc plasma for
melting and propelling the surfacing material to the substrate.
See also vacuum plasma spraying.

     • Vacuum plasma spraying (VPSP). A thermal spray-
ing process variation using a plasma spraying gun confined to a
stable enclosure that is partially evacuated.

     • ermal spraying deposition efficiency. e ratio of the
weight of thermal spray deposit to the weight of surfacing mate-
rial sprayed, expressed as a percentage.

     • ermal spraying gun. A device for heating, feeding, and
directing the flow of surfacing material.

     • ermal spraying operator. One who operates automat-
ic, mechanized, or robotic thermal spraying equipment. Varia-
tions of this term are arc spraying operator, flame spraying oper-
ator, and plasma spraying operator.
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Thermal spray industry professionals interested in 
contributing their knowlege to AWS standards, please
email standards@aws.org.
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Team Brings Cold Spray to Norfolk 
Naval Shipyard

     With a team effort from employees at Norfolk Naval Ship-
yard, Portsmouth, Va., and a partnership with Penn State Ap-
plied Research Laboratory in Pennsylvania, cold spray has offi-
cially surfaced at Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA),
Washington Navy Yard, D.C.
     Norfolk Naval Shipyard collaborated with Penn State’s lab to
repair a hydraulic actuator for the USS Wyoming. This is the first
time it repaired a component for shipboard use via cold spray.
     “The hydraulic actuator was unable to be repaired by tradi-
tional methods, and the lead time for a replacement was in ex-
cess of ten months from the vendor,” said Code 265 Submarine
Mechanical/Piping Branch Head Daniel Stanley, the cold spray
subcommittee lead for the Norfolk Naval Shipyard Technology
and Innovation Lab.
     Two separate trips to Penn State’s lab were conducted by the
shipyard to qualify the process and repair the component. Ship-
yard employees were rewarded with an end product of a repaired
part for USS Wyoming as well as knowledge to support future
cold spray repairs.
     “During execution of the repair, we learned that the cold spray
repair process itself is relatively fast. However, you spend a lot of
time/planning to get a component ready to spray. The team spent
two days getting the part ready, fabricating blanks, and program-
ming a robot for what amounted to less than one hour of actual
cold spray time. In working with Penn State at their facilities, it
gives our team the experience they need, and we continue to
build upon established relationships,” added Stanley.

     A cold spray repair instruction has also been approved by
NAVSEA, allowing each of the public shipyards to implement
this technology for repair of shipboard components.
     In addition, last year, Norfolk Naval Shipyard started the
retrofit of an existing thermal spray booth in Bldg. 163 to sup-
port cold spray operations. Its Mechanical Group (Code 930)
took ownership of the cold spray process and existing thermal
spray process; the group’s goal is to have five employees trained
to use the cold spray and thermal spray machines.
     Norfolk Naval Shipyard is involved in discussions within the
technical community to make the technology mobile, with the
goal of eventually having the ability to execute the cold spray
process shipboard.

Industry News
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This is the before shot of the actuator body component brought
to Penn State Applied Research Laboratory by shipyard ma-
chinists in need for repairs via cold spray technology. (Photo by
Shelby West, Norfolk Naval Shipyard photographer.)

This is the after shot of the actuator body component. (Photo by
West.)

Code 930 Machinist Apprentice Tim Holland fits the actuator
body component in the new cold spray booth at Norfolk Naval
Shipyard. (Photo by West.)
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Bodycote Enters Agreement to Acquire Ellison
Surface Technologies; Kymera to Purchase
Reading Alloys Business from AMETEK

     Bodycote, Macclesfield, UK, and Kymera International,
Raleigh, N.C., have each recently revealed acquisitions.
     Bodycote, a provider of heat treatment and specialist thermal
processing services, has entered into an agreement to acquire El-
lison Surface Technologies, Mason, Ohio, creating one of the
world’s largest providers of thermal spray and engineered coat-
ing surface technology services to the aerospace industry. The
company will be integrated into Bodycote’s surface technology
and aerospace business.
     Ellison’s business generated revenues of $50 million in 2018,
and anticipated revenue for 2019 will be $58 million. The
growth reflects momentum in the civil aviation business. It 
employs approximately 400 people across six sites located
throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
     Combining Ellison’s thermal spray and engineered coating
surface technology services, with Bodycote’s services and global
infrastructure, enhances the combined organization’s ability to
deliver solutions that address aerospace customers’ heat treat-
ment and specialist thermal processing requirements.
     It is anticipated this transaction will be complete during the
first quarter of 2020.
     In addition, Kymera, a specialty materials company, has en-
tered into a definitive agreement with AMETEK Inc., Berwyn,
Pa., where it will acquire AMETEK’s Reading Alloys business, a
provider of engineered materials for mission-critical applica-
tions in the aerospace, defense, medical, and industrial markets.
     Founded in 1953, Reading Alloys designs, develops, and 
produces master alloys, thermal barrier coatings, and titanium 
powders. Kymera has been owned by affiliates of Palladium 
Equity Partners LLC since 2018.
     is transaction, the terms of which were not disclosed, is ex-
pected to close in the first quarter of 2020.

Fraunhofer Engineers Create Ceramic 
Heat Shield Technology

     To make aircrafts more economical, environmentally friendly,
and robust, Fraunhofer engineers from Dresden, Germany, have
developed a new ceramic heat shield technology.
     In this process, a powder of yttrium-stabilized zirconium ox-
ide (YSZ) is added to water to form a suspension. This liquid
powder mixture can be sprayed onto turbine blades or other air-
craft parts. Similar thermal barrier coatings facilitate aircraft en-
gines, which consume less fuel.
     Headed by Engineer Maria Barbosa, a team from the 
Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology IWS
Dresden has implemented the technology into industrial appli-
cation with the Swiss plant manufacturer AMT. The IWS 
researchers not only see potential for their suspension spraying
process in the aerospace industry, but also in the semiconductor
industry and other sectors.
     “This allows high-quality and durable protective coatings
even on large components at comparatively low cost,” said Bar-
bosa. “By spraying suspensions instead of powder, we can use
materials with very small particles, not previously suitable for
this purpose. At this point, we establish a bridge between the

state-of-the-art coating processes, all of which have their advan-
tages and disadvantages. In the future, it will also be possible to
process novel material compositions.”
     With the YSZ suspension spraying, the IWS researchers have
developed an alternative process to use a very fine ceramic pow-
der made of YSZ. The grains in this powder have a diameter of
one micrometer or even smaller. The engineers mix a suspension
with water or alcohol so the particles can be sprayed. The result
is a shielding layer about 500 micrometers thick. No vacuum is
required, so the costs remain low. Large aircraft components can
be coated at relatively high speeds; also, a coated aircraft turbine
can operate at higher temperatures than an uncoated aggregate.
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Pictured is a turbine blade with a thin ceramic coating of YSZ.
This thermal barrier coating allows for a higher operating tem-
perature in the turbine. (© Fraunhofer IWS Dresden.)

Laura Toma examines a turbine blade coated by means of sus-
pension spraying. The researcher has established the suspen-
sion spraying technology at the Dresden institute and has con-
tinuously developed it for more than a decade. (© Fraunhofer
IWS Dresden.)
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ITSA Outreach Welcomed at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

     On February 3, Jim Ryan, business development
manager for TechMet Alloys, and Scott McLaughlin,
McLaughlin & Associates Thermal Spray, presented
guest lectures on thermal spray basics to two groups of
mechanical engineering students at Rose-Hulman In-
stitute of Technology, Terre Haute, Ind.
     About 100 students attended the two lectures.
Patrick Cantwell invited the professionals, who gave
the presentation as an outreach for the American
Welding Society (AWS) and the International 
Thermal Spray Association (ITSA), an AWS Standing
Committee.
     The lectures covered an overview, common applica-
tions, four primary processes (high velocity oxygen
fuel, combustion flame, twin wire arc, and plasma),
and common thermal materials. The third-year stu-
dents were taking the introduction to material science
class taught by Cantwell. They were curious about this
process, which was new to them, and asked general as
well as specific questions.
     This was the second time Ryan and McLaughlin
presented to Cantwell’s classes, and both were invited
to present again for the summer 2020 session.
     In addition, Ryan and McLaughlin distributed hard
copies of SPRAYTIME to the students as they left for
their next class.
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Scott McLaughlin educated Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology students
about thermal spray basics.

StandardAero Celebrates Expansion
     StandardAero Component Services recently marked the
grand opening of the company’s 30,000-sq-ft expansion of its
Hillsboro, Ohio, engine component manufacturing and engine
component repair facility. The extra working space and capital
improvements included the building and additional equipment
to support aerospace engine low-pressure turbine vane manufac-
turing. The expansion also provides space for further growth.
     Kerry O’Sullivan, chief operating officer of StandardAero, and

Rick Stine, president of StandardAero Components, Helicopters
& Accessories, joined Mark Greene, vice president and general
manager of the company’s Hillsboro facility, his leadership team,
and employees for the dedication.
     “We are very pleased to complete this expansion to create the
additional capacity that is necessary to meet our growing cus-
tomer demands for engine component manufacturing and com-
ponent repairs,” said Greene.
     Some of the company’s major process capabilities include cold
spray along with thermal spray and coating.

A team of StandardAero leaders and employees cut a ribbon to celebrate the completion of its expansion in Hillsboro, Ohio.
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Dust and Fume Collector Connects Directly 
into Metal Cutting Systems

e Gold Series X-Flo Package dust
and fume collectors are compact, fully
assembled, and prewired for computer
numerical control laser and plasma cut-
ting systems. Equipped with two, four,
or six HemiPleat eXtreme® Gold Cone®
X-Flo filter cartridges, the units can han-
dle airflows up to 3000 ft3/min, depend-
ing on application requirements. Each
filter cartridge contains 375 sq ft of me-
dia, which provides filtration efficiencies
up to MERV 15 per ASHRAE 52.2:2007.
is enables operators to meet or exceed
the Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration’s indoor air quality stan-

dards for most metal dusts. Additional particulate air modules
can be added to increase efficiency, allowing indoor air recircula-
tion for applications with much lower permissible exposure lim-
its. Additionally, the collectors are constructed with 7- and 10-
gauge steel and are powder coated inside and out for maximum
durability. An integrated spark arrestor replaces the traditional
inlet to reduce the chance of spark-generated fires. is spark ar-
restor still utilizes crossflow technology to create uniform airflow
that extends filter life. e dust and fume collectors ship fully as-
sembled and can be plugged right into your cutting line. All inter-
nal electrical connections, controls, and accessories are factory
assembled and ready to go upon delivery.

Camfil APC
camfilapc.com / (800) 479-6801

Study Forecasts Growth for the Thermal Spray
Coatings Market

      Global ermal Spray Coatings Market By Type (Metals, Polymer,
Ceramics, Intermetallic, Carbides, Others), By Application (Aero-
space, Automobile, Pharmaceutical Industries, Mining, Oil & Gas,
Pulp & Paper, Others) and Geography (North America, South Ameri-
ca, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East and Africa) — Industry Trends
and Forecast to 2026 reports the global thermal spray coatings
market is expected to rise to an estimated value of $16.25 billion
by 2026, registering a compound annual growth rate in the
2019–2026 forecast period. e growth of this market is due to
the rising demand in infrastructure development from develop-
ing countries. is report is designed with the market analysis
carried out by a team of industry experts, analysts, forecasters,
and researchers. e report is characterized by several charts,
graphs, and tables depending on the extent of data and informa-
tion involved. Influencing factors such as market drivers, market
restraints, and competitive analysis are studied with the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats analysis. Fur-
thermore, complete company profiles covered in this report also
explain what recent developments, product launches, joint ven-
tures, mergers, and acquisitions are taking place by the key play-

ers and brands in the market. is 350-page report also provides
company profiles and contact information of the key market
players in the manufacturer’s section.

Data Bridge Market Research
databridgemarketresearch.com / (888) 387-2818

Report Presents Global Thermal Spray  
Outlook to 2025

     Global ermal Spray Materials Market Growth 2020–2025 
delivers key insights and provides a competitive advantage to
clients through a detailed report. It presents a comprehensive
overview, market shares, and growth opportunities of the 
thermal spray materials market by product type, application, key
manufacturers, and key regions and countries. According to this
study, over the next five years, the thermal spray materials mar-
ket will register a 4.4% compound annual growth rate. In terms
of revenue, the global market size will reach $1897 million by
2025 from $1599.8 million in 2019. In particular, this 177-page
report presents the global market share (sales and revenue) of
key companies in the thermal spray materials business. e re-
port also offers the market competition landscape and a corre-
sponding detailed analysis of the major vendor/manufacturers
in the market. In addition, this report discusses the key drivers
influencing market growth, opportunities, the challenges, and
the risks faced by key manufacturers and the market as a whole.
It analyzes key emerging trends and their impact on present and
future development.

LP Information
lpinformationdata.com / (626) 428-9303

Report Covers 13 Powder Metallurgy Products
for More Than 200 Countries

Powder Metallurgy Parts World Report
& Database gives market consumption,
products, and services for more than 200
countries by six- to ten-digit NAICS
Product Codes from 1997 to 2019 and
forecasts for 2020–2027 and 2027–2046.
e report is made up of 59 market re-
search chapters. Its spreadsheet chapters
include financial, market segmentation,
industry, critical parameters, marketing

costs, decision makers, performance, product launch, and more.
e 2092-page report also includes per-capita consumption,
margins, buyers, end users and customer profiles, consumer de-
mographics, historic balance sheets, forecast financial data, in-
dustry profiles, and national data. irteen products and mar-
kets are covered. is database is updated monthly. is report
is also offered as nine regional reports and is available for indi-
vidual countries.

Research and Markets
researchandmarkets.com / (800) 526-8630
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In early January, I learned
that an explosion occurred at
Watson Grinding and
Manufacturing in Houston, Tex.
Among its products and services,
the company manufactures and
applies thermal spray coatings to
tools and components used in
the oil and gas market. e
massive explosion caused
significant damage to the
building as well as to nearby
businesses and homes. Sadly, two
people were also killed. Gerardo
Castorena Sr. was the company’s
maintenance leader, and Frank
Flores was the supervisor of
thermal spray as well as a spray

operator. Sean Rangel, an employee arriving to work, and several
nearby residents were also injured. On behalf of ITSA, I would
like to express our sympathy to those effected by the event.

In other news, shortly after the 2019 ITSA Annual Meeting
last October, the executive committee was notified by
American Welding Society (AWS) Senior Vice President of
Strategy and Membership Development Cassie Burrell that a
reorganization at AWS led to ITSA no longer reporting to the
AWS Board of Directors. Burrell said in an email, “These recent
changes do not adversely impact ITSA. ITSA continues to be 
an AWS Standing Committee, and the change in reporting
structure from the Board to the Manufacturers and Marketing
Council does not change the way ITSA will operate. On the
contrary, AWS [2019] President Tom Lienert organized a 
task group earlier this year with the ultimate goal of improving 
two-way communication between the AWS Board and all 
AWS Standing Committees. All Standing Committees now
report to a Council rather than to the Board.” There have 
been no notable changes to operations of ITSA since the
announcement.

In closing, this will be my last editorial for SPRAYTIME. My
term as ITSA chair comes to an end in April. Current Vice Chair
Ana Duminie will then assume the position of chair, leaving the
organization in good hands. It has been an honor to serve
ITSA. Thank you for your support.

ITSA MISSION STATEMENT

The International Thermal Spray Association, a standing
committee of the American Welding Society, is a professional
industrial organization dedicated to expanding the use of
thermal spray technologies for the benefit of industry and
society. ITSA invites all interested companies to talk with our
officers and company representatives to better understand
member benefits.

OFFICERS

     Chairman: David A. Lee, David Lee Consulting LLC. 
     Vice-Chairman: Ana Duminie, North American Höganäs

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (above officers plus the
following)
     Jim Ryan, TechMet Alloys
     Dan Hayden, Hayden Corp.
     Bill Mosier, Polymet Corp.
     Peter Ruggiero, Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies

ITSA SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

The International Thermal Spray Association offers annual
graduate scholarships. Since 1992, the ITSA scholarship
program has contributed to the growth of the thermal spray
community, especially in the development of new technologists
and engineers. ITSA is very proud of this education partnership
and encourages all eligible participants to apply. Please visit
thermalspray.org for criteria information and a printable
application form.

ITSA THERMAL SPRAY HISTORICAL
COLLECTION

In April 2000, the International Thermal Spray Association
announced the establishment of a Thermal Spray Historical
Collection that is now on display at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook in the Thermal Spray Research Center,
USA.

Growing in size and value, there are now more than 30
different spray guns and miscellaneous equipment, a variety of
spray gun manuals, hundreds of photographs, and several
historic thermal spray publications and reference books.

Future plans include a virtual tour of the collection on the
ITSA website for the entire global community to visit. This is a
world-wide industry collection, and we welcome donations
from the entire thermal spray community.

ITSA SPRAYTIME

Since 1992, the International Thermal Spray Association has
been publishing SPRAYTIME for the thermal spray industry.
The mission is to be the flagship thermal spray industry
publication providing company, event, people, product,
research, and membership news of interest to the thermal
spray community.

ITSA Member News
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JOIN THE INTERNATIONAL THERMAL 
SPRAY ASSOCIATION

ITSA is a professional, industrial association dedicated to
expanding the use of thermal spray technologies for the benefit
of industry and society. ITSA Membership is open to
companies involved in all facets of the industry — equipment
and materials suppliers, job shops, in-house facilities,
educational institutions, industry consultants, and others.

Engage with dozens of like-minded industry professionals at
the Annual ITSA Membership Meeting, where there’s ample
time for business and personal discussions. Learn about
industry advancements through the one-day technical
program, participate in the half-day business meeting, and
enjoy your peers in a relaxed atmosphere complete with fun
social events.

Build awareness of your company and its products and
services through valuable promotional opportunities — a
listing in SPRAYTIME, exposure on the ITSA website, and
recognition at industry trade shows.

Plus, ITSA Membership comes with an American Welding
Society (AWS) Supporting Company Membership and up to 
five AWS Individual Memberships to give to your best
employees, colleagues, or customers. Visit aws.org/membership/
supportingcompany for a complete listing of additional AWS
benefits.

For more information, contact Alfred Nieves at 
(800) 443-9353, ext. 467, or itsa@thermalspray.org. For
an ITSA Membership Application, visit the membership

section at thermalspray.org.

First Quarter 2020 / SPRAYTIME 15
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Job Shop Member
Companies

Accuwright Industries Inc.
Gilbert, AZ
David Wright | dave@accuwright.com
(480) 892-9595 | accuwright.com

Atlas Machine & Supply Inc.
Louisville, KY
Richie Gimmel | richie@atlasmachine.com
(502) 584-7262 | atlasmachine.com

Bender CCP Inc.
Vernon, CA
Doug Martin | dmartin@benderus.com
(323) 232-2371 | benderus.com

Byron Products
Fairfield, OH
Keith King | kking@byronproducts.com
(513) 870-9111 | byronproducts.com 

Cincinnati Thermal Spray Inc.
Cincinnati, OH
Kirk Fick | kfick@cts-inc.net
(513) 699-3992 | cts-inc.net

Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies
Windsor, CT
Peter Ruggiero | peter.ruggiero@cwst.com
(860) 623-9901 | cwst.com

Ellison Surface Technologies Inc.
Mason, OH
John Langello
jlangello@ellisonsurfacetech.com
(513) 770-4928 | ellisonsurfacetech.com

Exline Inc.
Salina, KS
Brent Hilbig | b.hilbig@exline-inc.com
(785) 825-4683 | exline-inc.com

Fusion Inc.
Houston, TX
Jeff Fenner | jfenner@fusionhouston.com
(713) 691-6547 | fusionhouston.com

Hayden Corp.
West Springfield, MA
Dan Hayden | daniel.hayden@haydencorp.com
(413) 734-4981 | haydencorp.com

HFW Industries Inc.
Buffalo, NY
Matt Watson | mwatson@hfwindustries.com
(716) 875-3380 | hfwindustries.com

Kermetico Inc.
Benicia, CA
Andrew Verstak | averstak@kermetico.com
(707) 745-3862 | kermetico.com

Metcut Research Inc.
Cincinnati, OH
Triratna Shrestha | tshrestha@metcut.com
(513) 271-5100 | metcut.com

Midis Energy Services LTD.
Lagos, Nigeria
Atamuno Atamuno
atamuno@midisenergyservices.com
midisenergyservices.com

Nation Coating Systems
Franklin, OH
Pat Pelzer | patp@nationcoating.com
(937) 746-7632 | nationcoatingsystems.com

Praxair Surface Technologies 
(Indianapolis)
Indianapolis, IN
Michael Brennan
michael_brennan@praxair.com
(317) 240-2500
praxairsurfacetechnologies.com

Sulzer
La Porte, TX
Garret Haegelin | garret.haegelin@sulzer.com
(281) 848-3700 | sulzerts.com

Superior Shot Peening Inc.
Houston, TX
Mollie Blasingame
mmb@superiorshotpeening.com
(281) 449-6559 | superiorshotpeening.com

Surface Engineering and Alloy Co.
St. Petersburg, FL
Scot Miller | scotm@surfaceengineering.com 
(727) 528-7998 | surfaceengineering.com

Surface Modification Systems Inc.
Santa Fe Springs, CA
Adriana Udave
adriana@surfacemodificationsystems.com
(562) 946-7472
surfacemodificationsystems.com

White Engineering Surface Corp.
Newtown, PA
Colby Nyland-Elliott
cnylande@whiteengineering.com
(215) 968-5021 | whiteengineering.com

Supplier Member
Companies

AAF International
Louisville, KY
David Kolstad | dkolstad@aafintl.com
(800) 477-1214 | aafintl.com

Alloy Coating Supply
Spring, TX
Jeffrey Noto | jnoto@alloycoatingsupply.com
(281) 528-0980 | alloycoatingsupply.com

Ametek Inc.
Eighty-Four, PA
Cindy Freeby | cindy.freeby@ametek.com
(724) 225-8400 | ametekmetals.com

Arc Specialties
Houston, TX
Daniel Allford | dan@arcspecialties.com
(713) 631-7575 | arcspecialties.com

Ardleigh Minerals
Beachwood, OH
Ernie Petrey | epetrey@ardleigh.net
(216) 464-2300 | ardleigh.net

Carpenter Powder Products
Pittsburgh, PA
Jason Simmons | jsimmons@cartech.com
(412) 257-5102 | carpenterpowder.com

Centerline (Windsor) Ltd.
Windsor, ON, Canada
Julio Villafuerte
julio.villafuerte@cntrline.com
(519) 734-8464 | supersonicspray.com

Dewal Industries Inc.
Narragansett, RI
Rebecca Auger | rebecca.auger@rogerscorp.com
(401) 789-9736 | dewal.com

ITSA Membership
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Donaldson Torit
Minneapolis, MN
Paul Richard | paul.richard@donaldson.com
(603) 343-2448 | donaldsontorit.com

Global Tungsten and Powders Corp.
Towanda, PA
Laura Morelli
laura.morelli@globaltungsten.com
(570) 268-5182 | globaltungsten.com

Globe Metal Inc.
Sainte-Catherine, QC, Canada
Josh Lifshitz | josh@globemetal.com
(450) 635-9397 | globemetal.com

Green Belting Industries Ltd.
Mississauga, ON, Canada
Tim Connelly | tconnelly@greenbelting.com 
(905) 564-6712 | greenbelting.com

Haynes International
Mountain Home, NC
Brandon Furr | bfurr@haynesintl.com
(713) 937-7597 | haynesintl.com

Imerys Fused Minerals
Greeneville, TN
Mitch Krieg | mitch.krieg@imerys.com
imerys.com

Imperial Systems
Jackson Center, PA
Jeremiah Wann | jwann@isystemsweb.com
(724) 992-1721 | isystemsweb.com

Kennametal Stellite Company Inc.
Goshen, IN
(574) 534-8631 | stellite.com

Lincoln Electric
Cleveland, OH
omas Brown
thomas_brown@lincolnelectric.com
(216) 383-2951 | lincolnelectric.com

Lineage Alloys
Baytown, TX
Scot Miller |smiller@lineagealloysllc.com
(281) 426-5535 | lineagealloys.com

Metallisation Ltd.
Dudley West Midlands, United Kingdom
Stuart Milton | sales@metallisation.com
+44 1384 252464 | metallisation.com

North American Höganäs
Hollsopple, PA
Andy Hoffman | andy.hoffman@nah.com
(814) 361-6875 | hoganas.com

Oerlikon Metco (US) Inc.
Westbury, NY
Karen Sender | karen.sender@oerlikon.com
(516) 334-1300 | oerlikon.com/metco

Polymet Corp.
West Chester, OH
Bob Unger | runger@polymet.us
(513) 874-3586 | polymet.us

Praxair Surface Technologies
Concord, NH
Richard orpe | richard_thorpe@praxair.com
(603) 224-9585
praxairsurfacetechnologies.com

Rockwell Carbide Powders
Ontario, Canada
Frank Shao | sales@rockwellpowders.ca
(905) 470-8885 | rockwellpowders.ca

Saint-Gobain Ceramic Materials
Worcester, MA
Shari Fowler-Hutchinson
shari.fowler-hutchinson@saint-gobain.com
(508) 795-2351 | coatingsolutions.saint-
gobain.com

Techmet Alloys LLC
Sealy, TX
James Ryan | j.ryan@techmet-alloys.com
(979) 885-7180 | techmet-alloys.com
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MARCH 2020

American Coatings Show and 
Conference 2020 
March 31–April 2 / Indianapolis, IN
american-coatings-show.com

APRIL 2020

63rd Annual Society of Vacuum
Coaters Technical Conference
— TechCon 2020 
April 18–23 / Chicago, IL
svc.org

International Conference on
Metallurgical Coatings and
Thin Films (ICMCTF) 
April 26–May 1 / San Diego, CA
icmctf2020.avs.org

MAY 2020

Offshore Technology 
Conference (OTC) 
May 4–7 / Houston, TX
2020.otcnet.org

FABTECH Mexico 
May 12–14 / Mexico City, Mexico
mexico.fabtechexpo.com

JUNE 2020

ITSC 2020 
June 10–12 / Vienna, Austria
asminternational.org/web/itsc/home

FABTECH Canada 
June 16–18 / Toronto, Canada
canada.fabtechexpo.com

16th Coatings Science 
International 2020 
June 22–26 / Noordwijk, 
e Netherlands
coatings-science.com

World Congress on Powder
Metallurgy and Particulate 
Materials (WorldPM2020) 
June 27–July 1 / Montreal, Canada
mpif.org/events

SEPTEMBER 2020

ASM Annual Meeting / 
IMAT 2020  
September 14–17 / Cleveland, OH
asminternational.org/web/imat

North American Cold Spray 
Conference 2020 
September 15, 16 / Cleveland, OH
asminternational.org/web/coldspray

OCTOBER 2020

AVS 67th International 
Symposium & Exhibition  
October 25–30 / Denver, CO
avs.org/symposium

EuroBLECH 2020 
October 27–30 / Hanover, Germany
euroblech.com

NOVEMBER 2020

ISTFA 2020  
November 15–19 / Pasadena, CA
asminternational.org/web/istfa

FABTECH  
November 18–20 / Las Vegas, NV
fabtechexpo.com

DECEMBER 2020

POWER-GEN 
December 8–10 / Orlando, FL
power-gen.com

Calendar
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Thermach Inc.
Appleton, WI
David Lewisen | davelewisen@thermach.com
(920) 779-4299 | thermach.com

Thermion
Silverdale, WA
Dean Hooks | dhooks@thermioninc.com
(360) 692-6469 | thermioninc.com

Associate Member
Organizations

Advanced Materials and 
Technology Services Inc.
Simi Valley, CA
Robert Gansert | rgansert@adv-mts.com
(805) 433-5251 | adv-mts.com

Airglide
Fort Lauderdale, FL
John Dixon | jdixon@airglide.expert
(954) 249-0127 | airglide.expert

David Lee Consulting
Ligonier, IN
David Lee | dlee@daltsc.com
(574) 849-3636

Florida Institute of Technology
Melborne, FL
Frank Accornero | faccornero@fit.edu
(386) 506-6900 | fit.edu

Mason Global Management LLC
Killingworth, CT
Richard P. Mason
rmason@masonglobalmanagementllc.com
(724)554-9439
masonglobalmanagementllc.com

The Mozolic Group
Londonderry, NH
Jean Mozolic | jean.mozolic@comcast.net
(508) 254-4375

State University of New York at 
Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY
Sanjay Sampath | ssampath@ms.cc.sunysb.edu
(631) 632-8480 | ctsr-sunysb.org

Stronghold Coating Systems
Franklin, OH
Larry Grimenstein | strongholdone@cs.com 
(937) 704-4020 | strongholdone.com

Supporting Member
Societies

DVS, The German Welding Society
Jens Jerzembeck
jens.jerzembeck@dvs-hg.de
die-verbindungs-spezialisten.de

GTS E.V., The Association of 
Thermal Sprayers
Werner Kroemmer
werner.kroemmer@gts-ev.de
+49 89 31001 5203 | gts-ev.de

IMM, Institute of
Materials Malaysia
Johar Juhari | johar_juhari@petronas.com.my
(603) 5882-3584 | iomm.org.my

JTSS, Japan Thermal Spray Society
Nick Yumiba | jtss@mb8.seikyou.ne.jp
+81 6 6722 0096 | jtss.or.jp

MPIF, Metal Powder Industries
Federation
James R. Dale | jdale@mpif.org
(609) 452-7700 | mpif.org

TSCC — Thermal Spraying
Committee of China Surface
Engineering Association
Huang Xiao
xiaoou@chinathermalspray.org
+86 10 64882554 | chinathermalspray.org
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We’ve Come a Long Way…
For more than 70 years our history has been synonymous with 

thermal spray innovation, education, and standards 
development. As we celebrate this milestone and the progress 
we’ve made over the years, we invite you to learn more about 

us and our impact on the thermal spray industry.

Read our history at go.aws.org/AboutITSA 

or find out more about us at go.aws.org/itsavid
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